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Introduction 

 

These reference photos are my own and were taken at the Auburn Botanic Gardens. You 

can complete this tutorial in one of two ways. If you want to work on a single support, 

rather than layering, then you may work entirely from the first reference photo. If you 

would like to achieve a more layered look by working on drafting film, then my 

suggestion is to work from both photos. 

 

Many years ago, when I was still a kid, I was given a craft kit with moulds, resin and 

colouring agents where you were shown how to set interesting objects into the resin to 

create little keepsakes. It was one of my favourite gifts and ever since I have had a 

fascination with resin and the thought of immortalising objects forever in a glass like 

treasure. I have recently revisited this fascination for resin and have been combining this 

process with my drawings on drafting film to create unique 3-dimensional pieces, not 

really possible on regular type drawing papers. 

 

Because it can be difficult to explain in words the actual process for adding resin to 

drawings and then layering the drafting film on top of the resin, I have also created a 12 

minute video on YouTube showing you how to mix and pour the resin and this will 

hopefully assist you as you work through this tutorial.  

 

Please note: there have been quite a few comments on my YouTube video about the fact 

that I haven’t used any gloves when handling the resin. It does state on the bottle to avoid 

contact with the skin, so it is always preferable to wear gloves when working with this 

medium. 

 

You may be interested in creating 3 dimensional looking flowers but not quite ready to 

dabble with resin. You can also complete this tutorial by working on two layers of drafting 

film and then placing them on top of each other without the addition of resin, or you might 

prefer to simply work on one piece of drafting film and get a more layered affect by 

working on the back of the film as well as the front. I have divided the tutorial into two 

sections for each of the different layers, but you can easily combine these. 

 

Drafting film is an excellent support for coloured pencils. You will find drafting film 

available at most large art supplies stores and also online. I use Grafix double matte 

drafting film and it is best purchased in the heaviest weight your budget allows. Within 

Australia, it is only available in the 0.003” weight (75 Micron) and you can buy it in single 

sheets from Draftex. In the US, Grafix offers either a student grade drafting film in pad 

form under the name of Dura-lar, or their artist grade film, which can be bought either by 

the sheet or roll from Dick Blick’s. The Duralar has a smoother surface than the drafting 

film which means on the downside that it doesn’t accept as many layers as the toothier 

drafting film, but on the upside you will find your work stays cleaner as it accumulates 

less dust. Within the UK, drafting film is sold under the brand name Polydraw and this can 

be purchased in pad form on Amazon 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuYAnz0-RPk
http://www.draftex.com.au/p/papers-film-for-manual-drawing/drafting-film/drafting-film/?gclid=CjwKEAjw6szOBRCF2sPTjfrJuXASJADDOLEFCtNnQVeuMe-BQSMvTqPtwmFAr-0Eb697jP89C5UGFBoCWPnw_wcB
http://www.dickblick.com/products/grafix-drafting-film/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Polydraw-050mm-Double-Matt-Leaf/dp/B0090LNG7O
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Drafting film is a translucent surface made from 100% polyester and because of its non-

porous surface it is possible to apply resin without changing its composition, unlike 

regular paper. It is archival, stable, and non-yellowing and is extremely receptive to 

coloured pencil. The film generally only accepts about 4-5 layers and is not suitable for the 

heavy burnishing and blending techniques often used with coloured pencil, however it is 

possible to achieve very rich colour saturation with a heavy single application of coloured 

pencil.  

 

I encourage you not to get hung up on the colours used in this tutorial and trying to 

replicate it completely, but rather to use this as a tool to add a more 3 dimensional and 

unique quality to your own drawings. 

 

 
 

 

Below you will find the full materials list for completing this tutorial, but you will also 

find that I have divided the tutorial into four sections and that each section has its own 

materials list to make it easier for you. 

 

Materials List 
You can still complete this tutorial even if you have brands different to those listed here 

and you may find that the Coloured Pencil Conversion and Comparison Charts will assist 

you in working out which colours to substitute from your own collection. 

 

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos (FC): 102 Cream, 112 Leaf Green, 120 

Ultramarine, 125 Dark Magenta, 136 Dark Violet, 153 Peacock Blue, 157 

Dark Indigo, 158 Deep Cobalt Green, 160 Manganese Violet,  165 Juniper 

Green, 167 Permanent Green Olive, 168 Earth Green Yellowish, 170 Apple 

Green, 172 Earth Green, 173 Olive Green, 174 Chrome Green Opaque, 177 

Walnut Brown, 181 Payne’s Grey, 183 Light Yellow Ochre, 184 Ochre, 187 

Burnt Ochre, 249 Mauve, 266 Permanent Green, 267 Pine Green, 278 

Chrome Oxide Green, 283 Burnt Siena,  

http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
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o Prismacolors (PC): 910 True Green, 913 Spring Green, 920 Light Green, 

934 Lavender, 938 White, 956 Lilac, 994 Process Red, 995 Mulberry, 1005 

Lime Peel, 1012 Jasmine, 1020 Celadon Green, 1021 Jade Green, 1070 

French Grey 30 %, 1087 Powder Blue, 1096 Kelly Green, 1103 Caribbean 

Blue,  

o Caran D’Ache Pablos (CD): 45 Light Olive, 70 Spring Green, 211 Jade 

Green, 221 Light Green,   

o Bruynzeel Sakura (BS): 27 Yellow Ochre, 59 Red Violet, 60 Light Green, 

o Lyra Rembrandt Polycolor (LP): 33 Wine Red, 38 Violet, 39 Light Violet, 

62 True Green  

o Derwent Coloursoft (CS): 230 Pale Lavender, 390 Grey Green, 500 Lichen 

Green, 580 Light Sand, 590 Ochre, 670 Dove Grey,  

o Prismacolor Verithins (PV): Black, Parma Violet, Apple Green,  

• 2 x sheets 0.003” Drafting film cut to fit in your frame/box 

• 10x8 inch box for your artwork. I use a 10x8 inch cradled gessoed board and turn it 

back to front (see pic attached) 

• Black Gesso 

• Black acrylic paint 

• Paint brush 

• Gloss Varnish for your completed frame 

• White Polypropylene sheet cut to size 

• Matt protective spray and fixative spray (The brand I use is made by National Art 

Materials which is an Australian brand and it is designed to be a matt protection for 

photographs, prints and artworks – your local art shop should be able to advise you) 

• Small blow torch 

• Craft Smart Liquid Gloss (or your preferred two-part epoxy resin) 

• Disposable cups 

• Medicine cups for measuring resin 

• Ice-cream sticks 

• Baby wipes 

• Kneadable eraser 

• Paper towel (to rest your hand on) 

• Gloves for handling resin 
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Preparing your piece 
 

Please don’t worry if you can’t source exactly the same frame as I have used. You should 

be able to pick up something similar from your local art and craft store. I used an 8x10 

inch gessoed board and then turned it around and used it from the back. Depending on 

your budget, you probably won’t want to go a lot larger than that because of the high cost 

of resin. 

 

I gave my boards two coats of Black Gesso and then applied two coats of a black acrylic 

paint – the particular brands don’t matter. Once you have chosen your brand of black 

acrylic it is better not to mix brands or you may find, as I did when touching up, that you 

have patches of mismatched black. I have since bought a huge tub of black acrylic paint so 

that I don’t run into this problem again. 

 

The base of your frame can be painted white if you like, or if you would prefer to avoid 

colouring your resin, you can also paint it a pale blue colour for the sky. I cut a sheet of 

white polypropylene card to 9x7 inches (the inside measurements of my box) and then set 

it onto a layer of resin within the box. 
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Layer One – Outline Drawing 
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Layer One 
When doing my outline for the background image, I used colours that were going to be 

used within the final drawing so as to keep the colours soft and avoid harsh outlines. You 

will probably struggle if you attempt to use my outline as a guide as it is very faint and 

whilst I did play with the contrasts in an effort to make the line drawing darker, I didn’t 

have much luck. My suggestion would be to use the reference photo for the background 

image and lightly transfer the image onto the drafting film using pale greens as I have 

done (I used the (PV) Apple green to do my outline). 

 

You might wonder why I didn’t just use the background around the actual flowers rather 

than taking another section of the bush and using that as my background – There are going 

to be two layers of resin between the background and the flowers and using a completely 

separate background adds to the 3D effect rather than trying to fill in the gaps behind the 

flowers. 

 

 
 

If you look closely at the centre green area, you should be able to see that I have used 

small dabbing strokes to add the colour hair (like pointillism) and the colours used here 

include (CD) Spring Green, (FC) Apple Green, (FC) Permanent Green Olive and (FC) 

Chrome Green Opaque. As we move out from the centre the pencil strokes become 
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gradually longer. The Mauve colours used include (LP) Violet, (LP) Light Violet, (PC) 

Lilac, (DC) Lavender and moving into the pale blues, I reached for (PC) Powder Blue and 

(PC) Caribbean Sea. The fuchsia colour was shaded using (FC) Dark Magenta, (BS) 59 

Red Violet, (FC) Manganese Violet and (PC) Mulberry. The only issue with using all 

these pink and purple based colours is that you will need to be prepared for some colour 

shift once you apply fixative to the film. The colours will become brighter and more of a 

candy pink. 

 

You will find that the drafting film really grabs onto the pencil pigment, particularly with 

the Polychromos – this is an advantage when you want rich vibrant colours, but not so 

great for rendering paler shades. One way around this is to under paint with white and then 

go over the white with the colour you need. I found myself doing that quite a bit with this 

drawing. The Polychromos are excellent for adding clean, crisp detail and the 

Prismacolors work well for softer, more blended colouring. 

 

 
 

In this image, I have added more of the violet colours using (PC) Lilac, (LP) Violet and 

(LP) Light Violet. These creamy colours were used to drag and blend the colours into each 

other with strong outward strokes. Unfortunately, as you will see later on, I didn’t apply 

enough fixative to the background before adding the resin and so some of this rich colour 

did wash away. If you are the kind of artist who is very concerned with keeping your 
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colours true, then I strongly recommend that you do not use the resin method for your 3D 

artworks. You can get a similar result just by layering the film, and in this case it is best 

NOT to apply either the fixative or matt spray– this will ensure your colours stay exactly 

as you apply them. If, like me, you don’t mind a bit of unpredictability and creativity 

within your drawings, then you will love the fact that you are never quite sure exactly how 

your finished pieces will turn out when using this process. 

 

 
 

Moving down towards the brighter green areas and this time I used the Polychromos so as 

to achieve strong adherence and more intense colours. Most of the darkest areas of green 

in the background were done with an initial layer of (FC) Pine Green. The lemon colour 

that you can see on the outer edges of the circular shapes was created using a combination 

of (FC) Cream and (DC) Light Sand. The Greyish green colour was shaded using (FC) 

Earth Green, (PC) Jade Green and then, where it turns slightly bluer, I reached for (DC) 
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Grey Green. These colours were all drawn in 

using tiny circular strokes. The centres of the 

roundish shapes were coloured using (PC) 

White, blending the grey green and dragging it 

towards the centre. 

The image to the left shows where I have 

continued to work in the same manner as the 

previous image, adding some darker green in 

one section with (FC) Deep Cobalt Green and 

(FC) Chrome Oxide Green. 

 

The blue circular shape has had an initial layer 

of (PC) White, followed by (PC) Caribbean Sea.  

If you look very closely at the bottom section of 

this image you can see the small circular 

strokes, I used to lay down the first layer of 

colour. Keep your pressure even and light so 

that the film will still accept further layers.  

 

I have burnished some areas of the green using 

(FC) Apple green to give a more golden hue and 

to merge the green with the lemon shades. 

 

In the image on the right, I have continued 

with mostly the same colours, but you can 

also see a brighter green has been added. 

Colours used here include (BS) 60 Light 

Green, (LP) True Green (PC) Spring Green. 
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We are slowly working our way from the right to the left and there are a few things to note 

here. I have added some violet to the bluish circle at the top of the page using (LP) Light 

Violet. Some (FC) Dark Indigo has been added to the blue strip towards the bottom left 

side of the page along with (FC) Peacock blue. The brighter green on the left strip up a 

little higher was added using (FC) Leaf Green. Other than that, all the same colours were 

used that have already been used.  

 

Just a note if you are thinking of substituting other brands of coloured pencil on the 

drafting film – most brands do work really well, but the brand that works least well is the 

Derwent Artist and Derwent Studio ranges. With these pencils the colour saturation is 

poor, and it is difficult to layer over the top. This is such a shame because they have some 
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fabulous colours in the pale shades of green and mauve that would have worked 

fabulously in this drawing. I did try a couple of them in various sections but was 

disappointed with the results and ended up working over them.  

 

 

A couple of new shades have been added in this section of the background. The golden 

colours turn a deeper shade towards the top of the image and colours used here include 

(FC) Ochre and (FC) Light Yellow Ochre, along with (CD) Light Olive where the golden 

shade starts to turn green. There are a couple of sections towards the top that also have 

some grey hues, and these were added using (FC) Payne’s Grey. Another colour that was 

used to add further depth to the bluish green shades was (FC) Juniper Green. 

 

When doing a background like this, I would prefer not to have the pencil marks so obvious 

and to have a much softer look overall and the wonderful thing about using this layered 

approach to your drawing is that once you do layer the drafting film, most of the pencil 

marks are no longer visible and the background takes on a more airbrushed look. 
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The background has now been completed and I used some stronger Fuchsia colours in the 

bottom left hand corner. In this image you can see how the fixative has caused some 

colour shifts in the pinks and purples. You can’t completely avoid these colour changes, 

but you can minimise them by keeping your can of spray well away from the artwork and 

using multiple thin layers. I also used different colours on the second layer and so these 

are the colours I am suggesting for you: (BS) 59 Red Violet, (PC) Mulberry and (FC) 

Manganese Violet, along with (PC) Lavendar and (PC) Violet for the lighter purple areas. 

On the left-hand side and about half way up this is a beige colour at the top of a circular 

shape and this has been coloured using (DC) Ochre. 

 

Adding Resin 
 

Once you have finished colouring your piece, and if you are going to add resin, then apply 

several light coats of a workable fixative, followed by 4-6 coats of a matt protective spray. 

Ideally, your drawing should then be left overnight to allow these sprays to dry 

thoroughly. 
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When your piece is thoroughly dry, it is time to add our first layer of resin. At this point, if 

you haven’t already, then I strongly suggest you watch the 12 minute video I created on 

YouTube showing you how to mix and apply the resin to your drawing. 

 

 

 

It is very important when mixing two part Epoxy resin that the hardener and the resin are 

added in exactly the same quantities. Pop on your gloves and take your first medicine cup 

and the hardener, fill it to the top and pour the entire amount into the plastic disposable 

cup. Then take the second medicine cup and your resin, fill it to the top and pour that into 

the cup. Next take your ice-cream stick and gently stir the two components together. If you 

mix too vigorously you will encourage the formation of bubbles, although as you can see 

in my video, even with gentle agitation, the bubbles still form.  

 

Once the mixture has been thoroughly mixed and any cloudiness has disappeared, it is 

time to pour the resin into your frame. Pour almost all the resin into the frame, but leave a 

tiny bit in the bottom of the cup to apply to the back of your drafting film drawing (I will 

explain shortly). Carefully tilt your frame from one corner to another and side to side until 

your resin has worked its way evenly to all sides of the base.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuYAnz0-RPk
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The take your blow torch and hold the frame just above the resin, blowing the bubbles 

from the centre of the piece to the outside. You will need good lighting over your piece to 

be sure to see all the tiny bubbles and ensure their removal. I picked up a small keyring 

blow torch from our local hardware which does a great job of removing bubbles. 

 

    
 

Once you are happy that all your bubbles have been removed, take your drafting film piece 

and turn it over so that you are looking at the back. Pour the left-over resin onto the centre 

of your film and then with your finger, spread the resin from top to bottom down the 

middle. This will break the surface tension when you ease your drafting film down onto 

the bed of resin and reduce the risk of bubble forming. Then turn your film over and fold 

the two ends up slightly so that the middle of the film is bowing down. Ease the film down 

onto the resin from the centre. Rest one side of the drafting film on the edge of your frame 

and using an ice-cream stick gradually press outward on the film and watch the resin move 

across your piece. Once you have one side resting on the resin and free of bubbles, then do 

the same thing with the other side. If you do find there are bubbles under your drafting 

film, you should be able to gently nudge them to the edges with your ice-cream stick as 

shown in the video. 

 

Once your film is fully resting on the resin, place a piece of cling wrap or glad wrap across 

the top and leave it in a dry, dust free environment for 24 hours. It is a good idea to have 

some sort of grill across your frame as well under the Glad Wrap as I have come back after 

many hours of leaving my artworks drying only to find that the Glad wrap has sunk into 

my resin and left an impression. I use a plastic tray that came in a storage container as per 

below. 
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The next image shows the colour changes that happened with the application of matt spray 

and then resin. It is apparent that I haven’t used enough of either the fixative or matt spray 

because my greyish greens especially have almost faded away. Some people might be 

inclined to start again, but I think you can beat yourself up aiming for perfection and so I 

just go with these changes and hope it all comes together at the end. 
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Layer Two – Outline Drawing 

 
Use your preferred method for transferring your image. To do my outline I used the (PV) 

Parma Violet for the purple areas, the (PV) Apple Green for the greens and (PV) Black for 

the stems. The Apple green was probably a touch too dark for some sections of leaves and 

I ended up erasing the outlines for the paler leaves. 

 

You may notice that I have left off some leaves in the foreground, preferring to keep it 

simple and keep the two main flowers as the focus. 
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In this highly magnified version of the tip of the flower you can see how each petal is 

worked. Most of the flower petals were worked in the same few colours, so you will see 

that I skip through some sections fairly quickly. The brighter, fuchsia coloured petals are 

outlined using (BS) 59 Red Violet and then this same colour was used to add the darker 

shading at the base of each petal. Depending on whether the petal had a pinker hue, in 

which case (PC) Lavender was used and for the purpler shades (PC) Lilac was used. Press 

firmly and drag and blend the pigment of the (BS) 59 Red Violet towards the top. If petals 

have very light highlights at the tip then use the white first and then drag the colour into it. 

The purple petals were outlined using either (PV) Parma Violet, (LP) Light Violet or (FC) 

Dark Violet. There are a couple of darker purple areas within the shadows and these were 

shaded using (FC) Mauve.  
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The greens between the petals were added using a combination of (FC) Chrome Green 

Opaque, (FC) Chrome Oxide Green, (FC) Olive Green and (FC) Permanent Green Olive. 

 

 

As we move down towards the middle of the flower, you can see some brighter colours 

appear. These petals were still outlined using the (BS) 59 Red Violet, but (PC) Mulberry 

was added to the shaded areas for a brighter fuchsia. The other colours all remain the same 

for the petals but the greens are becoming darker. None of the pencil brands have greens 

that are dark enough for me, but I used (FC) Dark Indigo and (FC) Walnut Brown to 

darken the greens and to add some detail. Blend your greens and lilacs at the base of each 

petal to give a more natural transition. 
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In this image, we continue on using much the same colours and techniques as before, 

except that we now have the addition of stamen. The tips of the stamen were added using 

either (LP) Wine Red for the darkest tips or (BS) 59 Red Violet for the other ones. Detail 

and shading to the tips of the stamen were added using the (PV) Black. The stems of the 

stamen were drawn is using a mix of all the violets and purples used so far, along with a 

touch of (PC) White for highlights and to blend them. 

 

There are a couple of sections that have a golden green look to them, and these have been 

coloured using (PC) Limepeel. If you look closely, particularly with the petals on the left, 

you can see they have a faint bluish tinge, and these have been coloured using (PC) 

Powder Blue. 
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This close-up shows you how this flower looks once just about completed. Some of the 

smaller stamens have a touch of white edged with black on the end of them. 
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Moving onto the leaves now; the darker green leaf at the bottom in the middle had its 

centre spine drawn in first using (FC) Apple Green and pressing firmly. The upper section 

of this leaf was coloured first using (FC) Pine Green, followed by (FC) Chrome Green 

Opaque and then (FC) Permanent Green Olive. The bottom section was coloured using the 

(FC) Chrome Green, followed by the (FC) Juniper Green and was the burnished using 

(DC) Grey Green. 

 

The smaller leaf next to it has some golden green sections running up the middle that were 

coloured using (CD) Light Olive and the brighter greens either side were coloured using 

(FC) Apple Green, (FC) Earth Green Yellowish and (FC) Permanent Green Olive. The 

pale green around the leaf was created using a touch of white first followed by (CD) Light 

Green. If you are not working on drafting film the Derwent Artist Distant Green is the 

perfect shade for the palest green sections but on the drafting film this colour barely shows 

up. 

 

The leaf to the left of the image had a light layer of light added to the lightest sections of 

the leaf and then (PC) Light Green was added again with a gentle touch. The rest of this 

leaf was coloured using a combination of colours which were added in tiny circular 

strokes, layer upon layer. Colours used include (PC) Jade Green, (CD) Light Green, (FC) 

Permanent Green, (FC) Permanent Olive Green, (PC) True Green and (CD) Jade Green. 

Once you have a couple of layers of colour on this leaf use the (FC) Dark Indigo to mark 
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in the spine of the leaf and the other little markings you can see. Then use the greens you 

have already used to soften the lines and markings made by the (FC) Dark Indigo. 

 

The leaf higher and up and to the back, was coloured using a combination of (PC) Celadon 

Green, (PC) Jade Green and (DC) Grey Green for the blue base and then use (CD) Light 

Green, (PC) Spring Green and (PC) Light Olive to add the various bright colours and 

golden tones. The dark bluish green blemish to the bottom side of the leaf was added using 

(FC) Juniper Green and (FC) Deep Cobalt Green. The other blemish was drawn in using 

(FC) Permanent Green Olive and (CD) Light Olive. 

 

Once again (FC) Dark Indigo was used to draw in the spine and darker markings. 

 

The narrow leaf to the front and centre of the image was coloured mostly using a base 

layer of (PC) Powder Blue and then greens were added around and over the blue. The 

olive greens used included (PC) Limepeel, and (CD) Light Olive, the bluish greens used 

were (FC) Juniper Green and (FC) Deep Cobalt Green and the brighter greens used were 

(FC) Earth Green Yellowish and (FC) Permanent Green Olive. 

 

(PV) Black was used to add the little details on this leaf. 

The stem or branch of these flowers was given a heavily applied layer of (LP) Wine Red. 

(FC) Walnut Brown was then used to outline one side of the stem and to add shading to 

the other side. The lightest part of the stem was burnished very gently using (PC) White. 
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The rest of the leaves were completed using all the colours already used. At this point, I 

also turned the drafting film over and started to colour from the back. I liked the colours of 

the leaves as they were, but if you don’t colour the back as well, then when you layer your 

drafting film, the pencil colours will be too transparent, and your background will show 

through. I’m a bit lazy and so went for a solid green colour (PC) Kelly Green to apply 

behind the leaves, but I am also working to a tight schedule. If you have the time and 

patience, your leaves and flowers will look much more authentic and truer if you match 

the colours on the back with those on the front. If like me, you are more on the lazy side, 

then  a solid colour will suffice, but if you study the previous version of the leaves with the 

one just above, you will notice some colour changes and also that the areas burnished with 

white stand out a little more. 

 

The stem in this section was also coloured as per previously, except near the top, where 

some (DC) Lichen Green was also added to the (LP) Wine Red. 
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The petals and stamens on the top flower were completed in exactly the same way and 

using the same colours as for the other flower. The bee was coloured using (PC) Black for 

the stripes, and (FC) Ultramarine for the highlight in the stripe. The golden-brown stripes 

were coloured using (FC) Burnt Ochre and (FC) Burnt Siena. They grey tones were 

coloured using (DC) Dove Grey and (PC) French Grey 30%. 

 

  

 The only difference with the top flower and the other flower is that I introduced the colour 

(PC) Process Red for the really bright, red-violet parts of the petals. The head of the bee 

was coloured using a combination of (BS) 27 Yellow Ochre and (PC) French Grey 30%. 

 

The leaves were all completed using colours already used, with the exception of the leaf at 

the front top which had (PC) Jasmine added as a top layer to give a more golden hue to the 

entire leaf. 
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This is how the piece looked from the back. 

The next image shows you a comparison of the final layer before and after fixative and 

matt spray has been applied. As you can see there has been very little colour shift in the 

leaves, but the fixative has brought out the pink in the fuchsia colours of the flowers. I 

have used fixative quite a bit on drafting film and the mauves, pinks and purples are the 

only colours that seem to have this radical colour shift. 
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 At this point your final layer is completed and so you can either use both the fixative and 

the matt spray and then wait for them to dry before adding the resin, or alternatively, you 

can simply place this image over your background piece and this is the look that you will 

get: 

 

Final Image without Resin 
 

With the final layer you need to add resin, not only beneath the drafting film but as a final 

layer as well. This is where you need to be extra careful to ensure that no dust is on your 

image before you add the resin and also that you try to get rid of all the bubbles with your 

blow torch. Once you have added that final layer, you need to be sure to cover it and leave 

it for at least 2-3 days. Even though the resin will feel set after 24 hours, it is still very 

susceptible to scratching and even having dust particles settle in it for a couple of days 

afterwards. If, after your first layer, you are unhappy with the smoothness of the resin, you 

should usually have enough depth left in your box to try another one or two more layers. 

These extra layers won’t affect the quality or clarity of your image at all. 

 

Once completely set, your resin surface is about as durable as Perspex. It can still scratch 

if not handled with care so if you are packaging your artwork up to send it away, try to 

protect the surface so that nothing can rest against it and leave indentations or scratches. I 

have applied little silicone stoppers to the corners on the back of my frames so that if they 

are resting against each other, they are not likely to cause damage. 

 

If resin is subjected to excessive temperatures it can turn a pale golden colour, so it is also 

important to store your artworks in an environment where extremes of temperature are 

ideally avoided. The resin itself has no UV properties. The Matt protective spray I use 

does have UV protection, but this won’t necessarily prevent your resin from turning 

golden in extreme heat. 
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Please don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions and most of all have 

fun! 

 
Please note, this tutorial is intended for personal use only and is not to be sold or reused in any manner 

other than those approved by the author. 
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Final Artwork 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 
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